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INTRODUCTION
Treviso is a city and commune in the Veneto region of northern Italy, and is the capital of the province
of Treviso. Many of the residents live outside of the historical and municipal centre although there are
a smaller number who live within the Venetian walls (le Mura). The city naturally is home to a number of
clothing retailers including most notably Benetton, while appliance maker De Longhi and bicycle maker
Pinarello also call here home. For those of you who are foodies it’s worth noting that Treviso is also known
for being the original production area of Prosecco wine and radicchio (perennial cultivated form of leaf
chicory) and is thought to have been the origin of the popular desert Tiramisu.
While Treviso has been dubbed ‘The Gateway to Venice’, it shouldn’t be seen as this as it has no Grand
Canal, San Marco, crowds, tourist traps, crazy prices or stress. What it does have in the midst of its centre
is a little walled city with medieval gates, narrow cobbled streets of arcaded rose-red brick and stone
that twist and turn like dried-out water courses. Tiny canals run past handkerchief-sized gardens, glide
beneath houses, appear at street corners. Gushing millstreams, some with black water-wheels that once
had a commercial purpose, now turn lazily, playing a purely decorative role.
Dante described Treviso as “the place where the Sile and the Cagnan go hand in hand” and nowhere more
so is this more accurately observed than where the two rivers come together to circle the town with their
waters running side by side. If you stand on the bank of the Riviera Garibaldi you can see the two streams
close but not yet commingled; the Sile is sleek and calm, alongside the turbulent flow of the Cagnan.
Climate in Treviso has mild differences between highs and lows, and has adequate rainfall year-round. For
January average temperatures range between +7 and -2 with average rain of 2.6 per day.
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GETTING TO DUBLIN AIRPORT
Aircoach the official sponsor to Leinster Rugby
operate frequent services to/from Dublin and the
airport and timetables and fares can be found
online at aircoach.ie

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO

Supporters driving to Dublin Airport can avail of a 10%
discount on any non-promotional rates in the Red
Zone by using the code OLSC2020 at dublinairport.
com

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

GETTING TO TREVISO
Treviso airport is an international airport located 3km west-southwest of Treviso and approximately 31km
away from the city of Venice. Treviso Airlink is the direct connection service between Canova Airport and
Treviso central station (city centre). The bus has a convenient arrival/ departure covered area in front of
the airport entrance, while in Treviso the bus stop is located in front of the station entrance with an easily
identifiable stop, with the historic city centre just 800m away.
The journey time is 15mins and runs direct between the two locations every 30mins. From Treviso the first
bus departs 06.23 and the last 21.53 while from the Airport the first bus departs 06.40 and the last 22.10.
A two day ticket costs €3.50 while a three day ticket costs €5. There are also options for bus and rail
tickets to purchase.

Tickets can be purchased via the link below or by using the MOMUP App on your smartphone.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

GUIDE TO TREVISO
FROM VENICE AIRPORT
Venice Marco Polo Airport is located approximately 30km (30mins) from Treviso and the quickest way
between the two is by bus (35C). A return journey is around 40mins and costs from €24.
Also options for combined bus & rail including a bus into Venice Mestre and then train to Treviso Centrale
as well as a direct taxi however the cost of this is around €75-€95 one way.

BUS

BUS +TRAIN

GENERAL INFO

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

THINGS TO SEE AND DO AROUND TREVISO
Aside from the game which takes place on Saturday (KO 1pm local) in the Stadio Comunale di Monigo,
Treviso quite simply is not another Venice. It’s actually a rather unique place which represents the perfect
balance between the natural riches and culture of the Veneto region, where countryside and green hills
culminate in the splendour of wood and brick houses adorned by frescoes and has medieval feels that
envelope the city which is also a magnet for industry and manufacturing in the North-East.
The joy of Treviso is that the old city centre is relatively compact and pedestrianised which means
exploring on foot is a joy. We’re told it’s quite easy to get lost in the small streets between the Cagnan and
Buranelli rivers however you’ll discover a myriad of artistic wonders from art deco to friezes to vaults, shop
signs and Roman mosaics!
For art lovers there are impressive works of art such as a painting of the Annunciation in the Malchiostro
Chapel of the Duomo as well as the Santa Caterina museum which houses a fresco cycle by Tommaso da
Modena.
For the place to see and be seen,
then the high numbers of cafes and
restaurants around the Palazzo dei
Trecento which was nearly destroyed by
Allied bombing forces in 1944 is where
you should make your way to. There are
also lots of good restaurants around Via
Inferiore where you can indulge in many
of the local specialities such as local
Prosecco as well as Tiramisu which was
devised here in the 1960’s.
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As this is our first away guide for Treviso, and an important game given it’s the last of the pool stages,
we’re encouraging as many of you as possible to assemble at the stadium on the morning of kick-off.
The Stadium bar will be open from 12 noon and as we know from previous away games, the sights and
sounds of the visiting support have always given the team the lift they need so we’re asking you to do the
same again for this game.

Celtic Pub
Once the match is over we’re delighted to
announce that the Celtic Pub will serve as a
meeting spot for our Supporters when you’re
back in the city. Located on Via Roma, 32,
this friendly and welcoming establishment
has been the location for many travelling
supporters for post-match debriefs and
analysis from various other teams during their
stays in Treviso.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO
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GETTING TO THE STADIUM
The Monigo stadium is located four kilometres from the historic
centre of Treviso. It was built and inaugurated in 1973 and has
a capacity of 5,000 seats – split between 2 covered stands.
The stadium is equipped with bars and other dining facilities, a
traditional clubhouse as well as the club shop amongst a range of
other facilities for the teams and travelling press.

Public Transport
From Treviso Centrale you can take a number of buses to the Stadio.
Line 112 and Line 101 both run close to the stadium and then you
would need to walk on foot for the rest of the journey, total time of
which is between 25 & 30 mins and costs between €1 & €3.

Stadium Location
Stadio Comunale di Monigo
Via dei Campi Sportivi, 4
31100 Treviso

For Line 112, take the bus from Centrale to Stabilimento Osram (13mins) and then walk for approx. 1km
on foot to the Stadio.
For Line 101, take the bus from Centrale to Treviso Piazzale Pistoia (7mins) and then walk for approx.
2km on foot to the Stadio.
A taxi from Centrale to the Stadium will cost you around €13 - €17 and takes around 6mins while the walk
is around 45mins.

Shop At Monigo
The Benetton Rugby Shop inside the Stadium of Monigo stocks a wide range of sporting and casual items
for all ages and is worth a visit. The shop is open Mon – Fri from 2.30-6.30pm and also during home game
times.
Via Olimpia 2, - 31100 Treviso

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO

Business loans
made easier
Apply in just 15 minutes
Full approval within 48 hours*
Over 8 out of 10 applications approved

Apply today
BOI Business Loans
1890 365 222
Level of security required and rate applicable, will be determined by the amount, purpose & term of facility, in conjunction with the nature and value of the security
being offered. Lending criteria and terms and conditions apply. Over 18’s only. Maximum credit of €120k available for online applications.
* Provided we are in receipt of all relevant information and documentation. Applications for non-Bank of Ireland customers and applications referred to underwriting
may take longer. Excludes weekends and bank holidays.
WARNING: If you do not meet the repayments on your credit facility agreement, your account will go into arrears. This may affect your credit rating,
which may limit your ability to access credit in the future.
Bank of Ireland is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
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MESSAGE FROM THE COACH
Before you know it, a European regular season has been & gone and we get set for our final Pool 1 game.
Of course this year has been more condensed & this Saturday will bring the curtain down on 13 weeks &
weekends in a row of rugby for the Leinster Rugby players, staff and of course you, the supporters.
I would like to start by sincerely thanking you all for the support over this 13
week block & the last few weekends in particular where you really made your
presence felt. To have over 36,000 people in the RDS over the last two
weekends was incredible & the Sea of Blue that awaited us as we stepped
off the bus into the ground & then the players as they stepped out onto the
field was something else. That sight is something that people talk about
in particular around clubs in France & Clermont & Toulon spring to mind
but the noise & the energy of the RDS over the last few weekends has
been right up there and it’s something we are keen to keep going into the
final few months of the season. Hopefully we can play our part & give you
something to get behind.
Of course the job isn’t done yet. There has of course been a lot of talk
externally about our route to this point in the season but last time we checked
nothing is won and there is some work still to be done to secure a home QuarterFinal. That is where our motivation lies this week. Doing everything we can on a daily
basis to ensure we can bring knock-out rugby back to Dublin in a few months’ time.
While the home comforts mean everything to the players, we also know that it means
so much to the supporters also. Match days at the RDS or the Aviva cost money, &
even more so to travel away from home. So it will be very much in our thoughts
this week of doing all we can to give something back to you all.
Benetton though have caused us problems over the last few years
and we don’t need too much reminding of that fact and that will
also help to narrow the focus. Kieran Crowley is a coach that I
very much admire and his team are in the tournament on merit
for the first time in their history. They have beaten Lyon, &
arguably should have won last week away to Saints as well.
We will need to put our very best foot forward.
I would like to thank Bank of Ireland for their continued
support of these Away Guides & indeed to Alan and all
the OLSC Committee for their help in compiling them
year after year. Bank of Ireland also help mobilise
all those blue flags that fill the arenas of Europe
and it is much appreciated. A valuable resource
to the traveling 12 county army.
Finally I would like to wish you all a safe trip
over & an enjoyable game & hopefully our next
adventure in the Heineken Champions Cup will
be in the Aviva Stadium in a few months.
Leo Cullen
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MESSAGE FROM THE COMMITTEE
And so we come down to this, the 6th and final round of the pool stages of the 2019/20 Heineken
Champions Cup. We first met Benetton back on Sat 16th November in Round 1 in the RDS where in front
of a crowd of 15,080 we secured all 5 points thanks to a resounding 33-19 victory where Garry Ringrose
ensured he was rightly named MOTM thanks to his return of 3 tries. Not to be outdone Johnny Sexton
and Ronan Kelliher also claimed a try each but it was certainly the dancing feet of Ringrose that caused all
sorts of headaches for the visitors.
It’s now the return fixture and after 5/5 for Leinster and 1/5 for Benetton we face off in the final game of the
pool stages for what is a case of 1st vs 4th where victory here today should see us secure a home semifinal (if we were to advance) given we’ve likely secured a home quarter-final place. Benetton meanwhile
are all but out however given they narrowly lost to Northampton last weekend having gone into the
halftime with a 10-5 lead coupled with their Round 4 25-22 victory at home vs Lyon, they’ll certainly be
looking to finish their campaign with a statement and what better way than making the visitors work hard
for 80+ minutes. Round 3 for Benetton saw them soundly beaten 28-0 away to Lyon so to turn that around
to a victory in the space of a week shows the calibre and quality they can still bring to the pitch and no
doubt Leo and the team will be paying attention to this.
Back to the task at hand though for Leinster and you the travelling fans, and it’s to once again be the 16th
man on the pitch and ensure we get the team through to achieve what they rightly deserve for their Trojan
workload so far – a clean sweep of the Pool Stages and potentially finishing the campaign with a possible
29/30pts and 6/6. This would be some set of statistics to proudly display to the rest of Europe as we look
to stake our claim an historic 5th European title!
As always we, and of course the team (as re-iterated during the Q&A with Garry & Jordan) feel immensely
proud of the support given by you throughout the games, the campaigns and of course all the locations
wherever we travel. The lads pointed out what a lift this gives them each and every time they see the Blue
of Leinster so for the last time in the Pool Stages, we’re asking you once again to do it and let’s wrap this
campaign as we started and more importantly as we mean to go on!
We’ll be there ourselves albeit in a reduced capacity, but by working together from welcoming the team
into the stadium to cheering them through their warm-up, the game itself and then the post–match
activities, we know that by working together, we can and we will, get the team to achieve their goal for the
day which is an away victory in Italy and to wrap up in style.
Keep your eyes on our social media during the week and as always if you’re travelling, don’t forget to pack
your Blue!

